


GROW YOUR BUSINESS.
LOWER YOUR COSTS.
IMPROVE YOUR ROI.
Our team creates strategic out-of-the-
box funnels and automated outreach
solutions, generating more leads,
prospects, and sales for your business
while reducing overall acquisition costs.



GENERATE MORE LEADS AND INCREASE YOUR SALES

Benefit from our team's expertise in content, design, development, channels, outreach, analytics, and sales. We focus on
conversion-centered creatives, landing pages, funnels, and marketing channels to help generate more leads and increase

your sales. Once we've completed copy, design, and created your cold and warm funnels, we optimize and scale your
marketing and sales, improving every month.

Generate More leads Lower Acquisition Costs Increase Sales Revenues

We create out-of-the-box strategic funnels
that will help generate more leads and
take your business to the next level.

As we improve conversion rates, we will be
lowering all acquisition costs, which means

more leads at a lower price.

We help create, manage and drive
sales teams to generate more results

assisting in increasing sales revenues.



FUNNEL GROWTH USE CASE

800% increase in conversions from 0 to 800+ conversions.

BEFORE FUNNELCROSS AFTER FUNNELCROSS



POWERFUL VIDEOS POWERING FUNNELS


Click to play video in browser

http://fast.wistia.net/embed/iframe/2s9y3w8wdf?wmode=opaque


FUNNEL PROJECT USE CASE

Multiple funnels and campaigns created for retail
brands generating x 20 times more leads from
various online channels for sales.

Equiti needed scalable funnels to help generate leads for
the sales team as they had multiple sales staff with a lack
of fresh daily leads. Our team helped generate qualified
leads and prospects for the regional sales teams and
helped effectively create a culture of aligning marketing
and sales together.

COMMITTED TO PERFORMANCE

48.3M
Leads Generated

7.4M
Customers Generated

3.8B
Revenue Generated



OUR PATH TO CONVERSION

Our team focus on these main pillars in all the
solutions we deliver for our clients. Whether it is our
strategic marketing and sales funnels for growth or
outreach solutions, we constantly keep these in mind
to ensure maximum results for our clientele
worldwide.



On Brand

CONVERSION CENTRIC FUNNELS

Our team has been creating high-converting quality
funnels for over two decades for large enterprises and
small businesses alike.

We create custom funnels that will always be tailored
to your brand, ensuring it fits with all your marketing
material and your brand is always consistent.

Easy to Implement

Our funnels are flexible and can work with any CMS
and CRM platform needed for your business. If you do
not have a CMS or CRM, we will recommend
something. If you already have an infrastructure, we
will work within the confinements of what you have to
ensure seamless integration and implementation.

Fast Delivery

Get high converting funnels in days, not months. We
know how critical time to market is.



OUR PROCESS

Objectives & KPI's

First, we establish your
business objectives and key

performing indicators. Do you
need more leads, more

qualified prospects, or to drive
revenue and sales?

Insights & Strategy

Based on our team's
experience, we will conduct the
necessary research and present
our recommended strategy and

plan based on the objectives
and KPI's.

Create & Deploy

Our team will create and
execute the agreed plan of
deliverable work based on

brand, content, design,
development, and digital

marketing channels.

Optimize & Grow

We will conduct ongoing
optimization and create

additional funnels needed to
help your business succeed

within the defined budget and
objectives.



INTERACTIVE BANNERS AND HIGH CONVERTING FUNNELS



MULTIPLE FUNNEL TYPES MULTIPLE FUNNEL SOLUTIONS



STRATEGIC HIGH CONVERTING FUNNEL PRICING



CHANNELS WE ACQUIRE LEAD PROSPECTS FROM

LinkedIn Google My Business Facebook Business Instagram Pages

Our research team utilizes proprietary tools to target and prospect relevant leads and
prospects based on your targeting criteria.



DATA POINTS FOR SEGMENTING LEAD PROSPECTS

Location - Job Title - Company Age - Company Industry



OUTREACH COMMUNICATION POINTS

Email up to 2,000 people a day
with customised cold outreach
emails with bespoke variables

such as Company, Industry,
Name etc. Test Subjects &

emails with A/B testing.

Utilise LinkedIn and take action
such as Connecting, Messaging

and Adding those prospects
that opened or clicked through
the outreach cold emails that

were sent to them.
Continue the ongoing outreach

with calls to the business
asking for the specific contact
point received and ensure you
utilise the right pitch to bypass

the gatekeepers.



MULTICHANNEL OUTREACH PLATFORM



OUTREACH AS A SERVICE PRICING



Viktor Madarasz

Chief Executive Officer

EXCLUSIVE GROWTH

"FUNNELCROSS has helped Exclusive grow our business
by helping us improve our website and campaign
funnels. We’ve increased our leads by over 280% and
have seen a significant reduction in acquisition costs."

280%
Lead Growth

10+
Campaign Funnels

87%
Reduction in CAC



Mohan Singh

Chief Strategy Officer

$30 MILLION RAISED

"The team at FUNNELCROSS helped enhance our
branded funnels across multiple channels generating
over 3,000 customers and $30 million raised
revenue."

3K
Token Customers

$30M
Raised Revenue

300x
User Growth



Iskandar Najjar

Chief Executive Officer

GENERATED 20X MORE LEADS

"With the help of the FUNNELCROSS team, we
expanded our growth by 20x in terms of lead
generation, which helped fuel our sales conversion
and revenues."

20x
Leads Generated

$10M
Revenue Generated

180%
Reduction in CAC



TRUSTED BY




